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ABSTRACT 
The use of computer-aided drug design has been acknowledged as 

a potent tool in the drug discovery pipeline due to the high costs 

and length of time involved in bringing a commercial medicine to 

market. Over the past ten years, molecular modeling tools have 

seen a significant increase in computer power to speed up drug 

discovery. The cost and time needed for the discovery of a useful 

drug are now being reduced by pharmaceutical corporations and 

academic research organizations utilizing a variety of 

computational modeling methodologies. In this article, we will 

explore three important aspects of molecular modeling—Molecular 

Docking, Molecular Dynamics, and ADMET modeling—as well as 

their uses and restrictions in the development of small-molecule 

drugs. The technical aspects of molecular dynamics and docking, 

the algorithms used to create docking software, the models 

investigated by these algorithms, and their scoring functions 

were all covered in our discussion. We also discussed the role 

that molecular dynamics simulations—both coarse- and all-

atom simulations—play in the process of finding new drugs.  

INTRODUCTION  

F inding new therapeutic possibilities has always been a component
of research that has proven to be essential for enhancing human 

health. Human populations all across the world have seen several 
setbacks and are still being harmed by these microscopic organisms, 
starting with the epidemics brought on by the influenza virus during 
the 1800s and 1900s and continuing with the COVID-19 pandemic 
produced by SARS-COV2. Additionally, life-threatening illnesses like 
cancer and diabetes have consistently posed a threat to human health. 
Therefore, the main problem facing the scientific world is drug 
discovery research. The difficulties encountered in the identification, 
development, and approval of novel chemical entities are frequently 
time-consuming and expensive in addition to the intricacy of the 
study. Molecular modeling is one method that is proving to be a 
game-changer in overcoming the challenges facing drug discovery 
research. Although there are many other types of molecular 
modeling, the three most frequently utilized ones are molecular 
docking, MD simulation, and ADMET modeling. These three 
techniques have been essential in making it simple to identify leads 

for experimental in vitro and in vivo testing. Although molecular 
docking-based virtual screening identifies hit compounds with the 
highest binding affinities and the optimal binding modes, it 
frequently suffers from the absence of or inaccurate simulation of 
receptor flexibilities. The flexibility of proteins in a simulation 
environment represents a more accurate delineation of the biological 
system since proteins are dynamic entities and their conformations 
are crucial in the bimolecular recognition of ligands. Though several 
docking algorithms have been created to address the flexibility of 
proteins, a greater portion of these systems do not fully take into 
account the flexibility of receptors. However, this problem can be 
tackled and the time-dependent dynamics of protein-ligand 
interactions can be determined through MD simulation. The 
integration of force-fields derived from Newton's classical rule of 
motion allows MD simulation to treat proteins, ligands, water 
molecules, and ions as particles interacting with one another at an 
atomistic level. As a whole, MD simulation functions as a molecular 
microscope that might be used to check the stability of ligands in the 
active pocket of the receptor targets, which is essential to confirming 
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the outcomes predicted by the molecular docking-based virtual 
screening method. While molecular docking and molecular dynamics 
may determine a drug's effectiveness or potency, ADMET modeling 
has the power to predict a drug's success in clinical trials. Absorption, 
distribution, metabolism, excretion, and toxicity are just a few of the 
pharmacokinetic and pharmacodynamic factors that safe medications 
display in a well-balanced combination. Coordinating the adjustment 
of these associated parameters presents a significant problem for the 
pharmaceutical sector. Massive efforts have been made to develop 
technologies that, during hit-to-lead and lead-optimization 
procedures, can anticipate pharmacokinetics and pharmacodynamic 
endpoints. 
Pharmacokinetic characteristics have had less of an impact during the 
past ten years, despite the fact that worries about safety and loss of 
efficacy are increasing the attrition rates in medication R & D. 
Improved pharmacokinetic control systems and their early integration 
into the research pipeline are to blame for this drop. By 
simultaneously focusing on a variety of pharmacokinetic properties, 
reducing the number of synthesis assessment cycles, and scaling down 
the number of costly late-stage failures, fully integrated ADMET 
prediction platforms can quickly reject inappropriate compounds. In 
this article, researchers explain how atomistic interactions between 
receptors and potential drug candidates can be used to predict the 
affinity and stability of these drugs in the pocket of their target 
proteins. To calculate the therapeutic efficacy of potential drug 
candidates, variables such as RMSD (Root Mean Square Deviation), 
RMSF (Root Mean Square Fluctuation), ROG (Radius of Gyration), 
and H-bond interaction are utilized. Following a discussion of the 
solvent effect, conformation sampling, and receptor clustering, which 
take into account the conformational dynamics of proteins, we 
further examined the relevance of ensembles formed in molecular 
dynamics simulation in drug development. Additionally, they go 
through the technical aspects of molecular docking and how it may 
be used to create medications with exceptional therapeutic efficacy 
through virtual screening, pose prediction, and binding affinity. The 
bottleneck of the force field not taking solvent into account while 
binding receptors to their individual ligands was later mentioned. In 
addition, we explained the models employed by the various software 
algorithms and their scoring functions. Another aspect of this 
thorough analysis was a brief discussion on safety and toxicity 
estimation using in silico ADMET (Absorption, Distribution, 
Metabolism, Excretion, and Toxicity) profiling to explain the 
pharmacokinetics and pharmacodynamics of medications. 

Molecular docking 
By employing several scoring functions to rank-order the best poses 
produced by each molecule, Molecular Docking is an in silico 
method for identifying the proper binding posture of a protein-ligand 
complex and evaluating its strength. By combining and optimizing 
factors like hydrophobic, steric, and electrostatic complementarily, 
the docking techniques seek to fit a ligand into the binding site of a 
target protein and consequently estimate its binding free energy. The 
high resolution of X-ray crystallographic structures, NMR, or 
homology-modeled structures with a known binding site are necessary 
for accurate docking. The Protein Data Bank contains thousands of 
experimentally determined 3D-structures of proteins (PDB). Scientists 
can experimentally solve the intricate Three-Dimensional (3D) 

structures of molecules in their interaction forms thanks to X-ray and 
NMR technology. This is a crucial technique for identifying crucial 
residues, evaluating the potency of interaction forces, their energetics, 
and comprehending how molecular structures fit together. The 3-
Dimensional structures of particular proteins are frequently 
challenging to determine and, as a result, are typically not available in 
the Protein Data Bank due to the limitations of current experimental 
approaches (PDB). The 3-dimensional structure of a target protein, 
which is not available in the protein data bank, could, however, be 
modeled using homology modeling servers thanks to the advent of 
sophisticated bioinformatics algorithms. By comparing the target to a 
template with similar residues, homology modeling is used to 
anticipate the target's tertiary structure. Theoretical support for this is 
based on the observation that proteins with related residues have 
related structures and a common ancestor. One of the most popular 
web-based applications for homology modeling is the Swiss Model 
Server. Other web servers for homology modeling include Robetta, 
Raptor, Phyre, i-TASSER, HH Pred, and PSI-Pred. The highly precise 
Alphafold for homology modeling from DeepMind will further 
advance computational structural biology in 2021. In this ground-
breaking finding, researchers used Artificial Intelligence (AI) and 
other potent machine learning methods to develop a model that 
reached more than 92% accuracy with 3D-structural protein 
prediction. This discovery resolved 50 years of major obstacles in 
protein structure prediction. AlphaFold shines out among all web 
servers and tools, and after being published in Nature, it was named 
the top homology modeling model and piece of software. It's 
interesting to note that RoseTTAFold, a different model published 
on the same day as AlphaFold, also had excellent protein prediction 
accuracy. Three main goals of molecular docking are calculation of 
binding affinity, pose prediction, and virtual screening. A trustworthy 
docking method must be able to distinguish between binding and 
non-binding sites and their molecular interactions. Additionally, it is 
anticipated that when working with huge chemical libraries, the 
approach will be able to accurately separate binding from non-
binding molecules and rank the binding molecules as some of the 
best substances in the database. The degree and quality of structural 
knowledge about the target protein and the docked ligand are key 
factors in the success of virtual screening. Examining the target for 
the presence of pertinent binding sites is the first step. This is 
typically accomplished by analyzing previously determined protein-
ligand co-crystal structures or by employing in silico techniques to 
locate novel binding pockets. Similar pockets are found using 
techniques as catalytic site Atlas, AFT, SURFACE, POCKET 
SURFER, and PATCH-SURFER. Other in silico methods, such as 
POCKET, roll a "spherical probe," or a pre-computer representation 
of an ideal ligand, occupying the active pocket of the target protein, 
over the grid surface to find the binding site of a target protein. 
When the binding location of the target biomolecule is known, 
docking-based virtual screening is beneficial and recommended. 
Thus, a collection of ligands with the ability to inhibit the target 
protein might be docked to it. Blind docking techniques are typically 
used, though, when a target protein's binding site is unknown. Blind 
docking may occasionally be used to explore the mechanism of action 
of a putative medication or ligand in relation to the structure of a 
receptor or protein. This could reveal the ligand's agonist or 
inhibitory activity when it binds to the receptor's active site or 
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inhibitory site. Although blind docking techniques are included in 
most docking systems, they have certain drawbacks because they 
take longer and have a lower success rate than docking into a 
known binding pocket. 

Molecular dynamics 

For many years, the use of Molecular Dynamics Modeling (MD) has 
revolutionized the process of finding new drugs. Using physics-
dependent intermolecular interaction, simulation often aids in 
thetimely and relevant prediction of atom mobility in a 
molecular system. Information is obtained by observing the 
velocity and position of each atom in a biomolecular system. 
However, simulation makes this difficult process in the wet lab 

simple, minimizing the complexity surrounding the wet tests in the 
smallest amount of time. Due to this potential, MD is now thought of 
as a computational microscope. A small molecular modulator may be 
discovered by using molecular dynamics modeling to help unravel the 
riddle behind disorders linked to protein misfolding and aggregation. It 
was recently stated that MD simulation could be used to pinpoint 
medications used to treat or manage neurological illnesses. From hit 
identification to drug design, the information offered by MD in the 
drug development process differs greatly. 




